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Abstract—Personalized, mobile, and location-aware services
definitely require the federation of administrative domains, e.g.,
access network operators, content and service providers. Various
federated operator scenarios, reflecting different levels of content
and service aggregation, require the secure setup of a Circle of
Trust. Standards and technologies, such as proposed by the
Liberty Alliance Project or by application of the Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML), already support the idea of
building federations by connecting identities, roles, and profiles.
But the option of protecting different levels of privacy for the user
is yet not guaranteed. This paper introduces a concept for the
federation of identities and roles between administrative domains,
while still protecting the privacy of the customer by the use of
identity concealment and dynamically created federated
identities. The concept enables a very efficient, secure and
adaptive privacy protection for service registration at different
layers, having access control to value-added services, as well as to
network services.

Index Terms—Federation, Identities, Identity Token,
Privacy, SAML, Security.

service access to consumers as seamlessly as possible while
protecting their privacy, and for integrating new entities (such
as administrative domains or value-added service providers). It
may be desirable to separate the service infrastructure from the
access network infrastructure in order to deliver services
regardless of specific access technologies or security
mechanisms. These issues are currently being researched
within the IST project DAIDALOS [1].
This paper focuses on future federated operator scenarios
and their challenges for protecting privacy and managing
identities and roles. In Section II, we will present the security
infrastructure needed. We will state the scenarios that drive it
in its requirements in II.A and the privacy threats we wish to
deter in Sub-section II.C. In Section III, our model is
described with an introduction to identity concepts in III.A,
adding federation to our identity model in III.B. III.C defines a
token used for authentication/authorization procedures. In
III.D, we will describe the model usage and the privacy
obtained. III.E mentions other utilizations of the concept in
authorization on access network. Finally, Section IV presents
the conclusions we reached and some future research needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

uture networks will necessitate various relationships
between different entities, such as service providers,
network operators and service consumers. Secure solutions
will be required for the management of multiple contracts with
their corresponding consumer identities, for the integration of
authentication and authorization mechanisms, for providing
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II. DISTRIBUTED SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURES
A. Federated Operator Scenarios
Future networks pose new challenges to service operators,
service provisioning platform operators (SPPO), content
service providers, and access network operators by introducing
multiple administrative domains and federations, as well as by
introducing users who simultaneously have multiple identities
and maintain multiple sessions on different devices.
Provider deployment can and will be based on diverse
settings: (a) Some providers will not possess any security
framework and rely on SPPO to provide them with the
complete infrastructure for hosting the service (accounting,
decision points, enforcement points, etc.); (b) At the other
extreme, there will be providers with a full-blown security
infrastructure, where policies are defined and enforced in their
own domains; (c) In between, there will be providers with only
accounting servers or with only policy decision points, etc.
These scenarios (in particular, “a” and “c”) motivate us to use
concepts of federation. Even the all-in-one provider (case “b”)
will be accessed by users of other domains, and will require
some federation. Federation can allow for interconnections

between SPPO, service providers, and, in general, between
administrative domains.
B. Security Requirements of a Federated Infrastructure
Maintaining a homogeneous level of security and
guaranteeing a high level of seamless access to services in
these environments is complex and challenging. The following
issues are relevant:
• There will be multiple authentication mechanisms;
• Single-Sign-On (SSO) for multiple services and
administrative domains which will be needed;
• Authorization may be distributed, i.e., policies located at
different administrative domains may be combined to
perform the authorization decision;
• One user may have multiple identities, with multiple
providers;
• There will be multiple sessions of multiple users using
multiple devices;
• There will be contracts between all participating entities.
Within DAIDALOS, we have chosen to use the Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [2] for integrating
distributed authentication, authorization and SSO into
federated, Beyond-3G operator concepts [3][4][5]. SAML
standardizes the exchange of information about a user’s
authentication status, authorization decisions and attributes. By
applying SAML, the authentication infrastructure can be made
independent of the specific mechanism used for the
authentication of users. In addition, SAML supports SSO
across administrative domains.
The main advantages of introducing a standardized security
infrastructure are: (a) Standardized exchange of security
information between different administrative domains; (b)
Facilitated mobility management and joint security services
across different domains; (c) Independence from underlying
specific security mechanisms provided within a single domain;
(d) Easy integration and federation of independent services
(value-added, content, etc.) into the security infrastructure.
These advantages result in a decoupling of value-added
service provider’s infrastructure from access network
infrastructure on one hand (distributing services independently
from specific access technologies), and on the other hand
enabling the usage of the same security functionalities for
network security and building secure federations among all
participating entities.
C. Threats Against Privacy
We assume that the authentication and authorization
protocols are robust against passive and active attacks. That
still leaves the user with some privacy concerns. We consider
the following scenarios:
1. A user may wish that a passive attacker snooping on the
network (a) is unable to find his/her “real” identity;
and/or (b) is unable to connect multiple connections to
a given service in order to build a usage profile;

2.

A user may wish to achieve the same privacy levels (a),
(b), as above, but with respect to the service provider
whose service he/she is accessing.

With regard to the last concern, a service provider may still
look for patterns of usage, etc. to link multiple service
invocations back to the same user. We consider this risk
acceptable.
III. PRIVACY AND IDENTITY MODEL
A. Overview of the Identity Model
In distributed networks users may have multiple contracts
with different providers, using various digital identities. Future
networks will have to provide an identity management
framework which (a) ensures that services can be personalized,
(b) allows users to keep control over their privacy, (c) and yet
guarantees that a consumed service can be charged to the right
person and (d) allows tracking of malicious service usage. The
identity management framework must be able to facilitate
private information to be flexible, ranging from allowing a
user to access a service without the service getting any
information about the user (and being nonetheless paid for
providing the service), to letting the service access the user’s
private information (even when no direct contract exists
between service and user) in order to provide the best possible
service. In other words, it has to be able to provide different
levels of security and privacy, allowing users to trade privacy
against convenience when necessary. Access to any
information, of course, has to be granted by its owner.
Leveraging on some current research [6][7], in the
DAIDALOS project we developed a model for achieving the
above goals. In our model, a user can choose the identity
he/she wants to use to authenticate and register for services.
When the user signs a contract, an identity under which the
contract and the respective profiles and rights are defined is
issued. This identity, called Registration Identity (RegID),
holds the information necessary for charging its owner, and
can be seen as the system representation of the signer of the
contract. For the purpose of having different levels of privacy,
Virtual Identities (VID) are defined on-the-fly. These identities
are always related to a RegID and can share all or none of the
RegID’s attributes. As such, they are privacy-enabled and
possibly anonymous representation of the RegID. The
following key assumptions for identities are defined:
• Each operator assigns one RegID to each customer. This
RegID is unique in the operator’s domain. The RegID is
operator confidential.
• Services are accessed only with VIDs. All customers will
have to use at least one pre-defined VID. Additional
VIDs can be defined by the user for the usage of specific
services and federations across administrative domains.
• The operator’s authentication, authorization and charging
subsystems are the only components allowed to map the
VID to the RegID. The RegID is not transmitted over the
network.

• Each RegID should be associated with a RSA key pair
issued by the operator. This can be used for the signature
in the ID-token (see III.C).
• Each VID can be associated with a RSA key pair issued
by the operator. This key pair can be used for different
cryptographic functions (e.g., they can be used for the ID
payload in IKE negotiation of an IPsec tunnel [8]).
• SSO over multiple operator domains will require either a
globally defined name space guaranteeing ID uniqueness,
or “identity mappings” (e.g., mapping/federation of
VIDs) between operators.
These key assumptions result in the design of an identity
management system with the relationships shown in Fig. 1.
The Identity Manager of the operator (being a core component
of the authentication, authorization and charging unit) maps
VIDs to RegIDs. VIDs can have different roles and profiles.
These profiles hold the attributes that are allowed to be given
to the service accessed with the VID, including service
specific attributes and rules. Since at generation time,
attributes of a VID can be easily copied from a template,
multiple VIDs can be generated and used to access a service in
a consistent, personalized manner.
The normal usage of VIDs protects privacy on scenarios
1 (a) and 2 (a) mentioned in Section II.C, as the user’s real
identity is never revealed. By changing VIDs often, levels
1 (b) and 2 (b) can be achieved as well. If the user wants to
have a maximum level of privacy, VIDs will have to be used
randomly or even for one time only, requiring the generation
of VIDs dynamically1.
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management between administrative domains protecting the
users’ privacy.
The Federation Manager, as shown in Fig. 2, handles the
needed federation of Identity Managers and (SAML) Asserting
Authorities across administrative domains.
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VID generation is not discussed in this paper; however, in summary,
VIDs need to be registered or cryptographically linked to the RegID. This is
even more necessary for VIDs with keys associated.
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Fig. 2: Federating identities between administrative domains

Various types of federations related to the described identity
model are possible:
• “Virtual domain” federation, based on mapping RegIDs:
In this case, the user decides to federate administrative
domains revealing all VIDs and profiles to all
participating entities within the federation. Federation
based upon a RegID is only reasonable, if the user wants
to define one single “virtual” domain, i.e., all data about
RegIDs is shared between administrative domains.
• Privacy enabled “virtual domain” federation based on
mapping RegIDs: In this case, too, the user decides to
reveal all identities and profiles, but the information is
anonymized to entities belonging to the other domain.
This is done by a translation between the RegIDs of both
domains within the Federation Manager.
• Federation based on mapping VIDs: In this case, the user
selects specific VIDs of each administrative domain to be
federated, in order to control his/hers privacy. The user
can define specific rules for this federation. The
Federation Manager controls the type of federation, rules
and policies the user has defined. The mapping of the
identities then takes place within the Federation Manager.
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Fig. 1: Mapping of identities with profiles

B. Identity Federation
The federation of identities between administrative domains
implies the setup of a trusted relationship and the sharing of
various identities, attributes and profiles. Privacy has to be
controlled from the user-perspective and thus be flexible.
Hence, the user defines the federation rules, i.e., the policies
and restrictions for the federation of specific identities and
profiles. These issues strongly demand a component able to
operate as an independent and trusted entity building up secure
federations, but also being able to handle identity and access
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Fig. 3: Components of the federated infrastructure

It is important for the user that his/her level of privacy,
although controlled by him/her, is the least obstructive as
possible. Fig. 3 shows all components necessary to build up a
secure identity federation based on the described model.

C. Identity Token Concept
In the DAIDALOS project, there will be innumerous
authentication/authorization requests for the user. A small
credential that can be reused several times and mapped to a
user’s authorizations settings is needed. The SAML artifact
poses as a good candidate, as it is a pointer to an assertion
where the user’s authorization statements could be kept. It has
the problem of not being reusable. Thus, the artifact has to be
enhanced for providing sufficient security over the network.
This led to the Identity Token (ID-token) containing (see
Fig. 4):
• The VID as the identity used for the specific service
request whose identifier is of the form string@realm,
• A random number that makes the ID-token different each
time it is sent,
• A sequence number to help avoid replay-attacks; its value
is maintained by the Asserting Authority,
• A SAML artifact that references the appropriate SAML
assertion referring to the RegID,
• Signature is a digital signature made over the whole IDtoken by using the sender’s private key—in most cases
the key associated to the RegID.
Random Number

Serial Number

Artifact

Signature (by using Sender’s private key)

VID=string@realm

service has to be personalized for the user, it may require
some attributes and profiles. The authority can collect the
required attributes from the profile associated to the VID
and issue them via an attribute assertion.
The concept has been successfully integrated within the
DAIDALOS testbed. Fig. 5 illustrates the process for the
purpose of authentication and authorization.
(1) A specific VID for authenticating at the Authentication
Authority is either autonomously chosen or selected by the
user (depending on user’s previous configuration). Using AAA
(Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) mechanisms
[9], the VID and its credentials are routed to the authentication
unit at the “home provider.” (2) Provided credentials are
verified and the user authenticates against the access
management system. (3) The Authentication Authority
requests the generation of an authentication assertion (based
on the successful authentication) from the Asserting Authority.
The Asserting Authority (4) maps the VID to the RegID, (5)
creates an authentication assertion and ID-token, both directly
related to the RegID, and stores the data. (Tying the assertion
to the RegID, instead of the VID used for performing the
authentication, guarantees that the authentication assertion is
mapped to all VIDs related to the RegID.) The ID-token
including the SAML artifact, is sent to the Mobile Terminal
(MT), where it is stored for further service requests and
network access authorizations.
: MT

: AuthenticationAutho

: AssertingAutho

: IdentityMan

: Service

Encrypted by using Receiver’s public key
1: authenticate(VID, Credentials)

Fig. 4: Content of an ID-token

D. Identity Concealment for Authentication/Authorization
The Asserting Authority, in conjunction with the Identity
Manager, plays an important role in concealing identities and
protecting users’ privacy. The RegID is never revealed and is
concealed by using VIDs.
The Asserting Authority has the following main
functionalities for concealing the RegID:
• Asserting and providing information on a user’s
successful authentication via an authentication assertion.
Authentication takes place based on a user’s VID. The
VID is mapped to the respective RegID (by accessing the
Identity Manager) and an authentication assertion is
generated and stored. Thus, the Asserting Authority can
prove one’s authentication to another entity within the
federation.
• Issuing authorization decisions: For authorizing a specific
user to a requested value-added service, the Policy
Enforcement Point of the service can request
authorization decisions from the Authority. The Asserting
Authority issues the authorization decision based on the
policies and profiles it holds connected to the binding of
the VID and the Service Identifier (the access grant from
Fig. 1).
• Collecting and issuing users’ attributes and profiles: If a

2: mapVID2RegID(VID)
: authResult
3: createRegIDAssertion(VID)
4: mapVID2RegID(VID)
: RegID

5: createStoreRegIDAssertion(RegID)
: ID-Token
: ID-Token
6: serviceRequest(ID-token)
7: checkAuthent(ID-token)

8: checkAuthent(ID-token)
mapVID2RegID(VID)
: RegID

9: checkServAccessAuthz (VID, RegID, ServiceID )
10: createVIDAssertion4Service()
: VIDAssertion4Service
: serviceAccess

Fig. 5: Authentication/authorization process

(6) A specific VID is used for accessing a service or
network. Valid VIDs can be requested from the Identity
Manager. The ID-token is included in the request to the
specific enforcement point of a value-added service or a
network service. (7) The enforcement point of the service

requests information on the user’s successful authentication
and authorizations from the Asserting Authority. After (8)
validation of the ID-token, (9) authorization to access the
service is checked. Because the service is not allowed to
obtain the authentication assertion related to the RegID
directly, a new assertion for the currently used VID is
generated (10), which contains profile, attribute and
authorization information. This information is then transferred
to the enforcement point.
The described scenario presupposes all components in the
same domain. An inter-domain process would involve the
Federation Manager to map the VID according to the
federation model used (as described in Sub-section III.B).
The identity model and the federation architecture described
make possible that the user’s real identity RegID is kept within
a few trusted components (the home operator’s AAA
infrastructure) and that the user is able to “disguise”
him/herself by using how many VIDs he/she wishes.
E. Further Applications
Up to now, XML technologies like SAML were supposed to
be transported via SOAP and HTTP, thus being mainly
integrated on the application level. For that reason, SAML is
applied for security within the service infrastructure. In order
to benefit from these technologies for authentication and
authorization within an access network infrastructure as well as
on the link and network layer, existing protocols used on this
layer have to be adapted and extended properly. In fact, some
proposals like those suggested in “Using SAML for SIP” [10]
have started to envision a new usage of SAML within the
context of service authorization. In the area of network
authentication, current, well-established protocols are the
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [11], performed
over the link layer, PANA [12] for carrying EAP packets over
IP between terminals and the access network server via the
network layer, and DIAMETER [9] for transporting the
authentication protocol to the desired backend authentication
and service infrastructure. In this context, network access, and
especially QoS enabled network services, could be considered
just like any other service being managed by authorization
procedures. Within the DAIDALOS architecture, there is
ongoing work to use the model described here coupled with
PANA, EAP and DIAMETER for network authentication. A
separation of initial authentication and service authorization
has been considered, where the initial authentication takes
place when the network session is being created and the user is
not in possession of an ID-token yet. In this process, the user
will recover an ID-token to enable the federation service
access for him/her.
For the purpose of network re-authentication and fasthandover, the integration of the ID-token concept and SAML
within EAP is being considered and evaluated as well. The
intention is to have a very efficient mechanism for network reauthentication and authorization supporting the protection of a
user’s privacy. Using the ID-token concept for access network
re-authentication enables a simpler and direct “pointer” to the

authentication/authorization status of the MT, so complex
authentication mechanisms and round-trips are reduced to a
minimum. A detailed analysis of the additional signalling load
incurred by the SAML-based Id-token approach and its
performance aspects have to be left for further study.
IV. CONCLUSION
In beyond-3G systems, very complex relations between
entities and administrative domains emerge, and security is a
challenging task. In order to support various future federated
operator scenarios, a very flexible security infrastructure is
required. The federation of identities, profiles and attributes on
one hand is a requirement for enabling personalized and
mobile location-aware services. On the other hand,
controllable and adjustable privacy has to be covered. The
described concept enables a highly flexible and privacyprotecting identity and role management for federated operator
scenarios. Identities are concealed but service-consumption is
personalized, thus protecting the users’ privacy. By applying
this concept, applications such as network and value-added
service authorization, fast hand-over, QoS and context-transfer
can be optimized. An extensive comparison to the Liberty
Alliance Project [13] will be described in future work.
One of the aspects requiring future analysis is the trade-off
between the dynamic creation of VIDs and the associated
cryptographic material needed for the security functions. In
that sense, the possibility of several VIDs sharing a pair of
RSA keys could help to reduce the computational cost of the
management, although reducing the privacy of the system.
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